STYLISH SMARTWATCH WITH MAGNET BUCKLE

This smartwatch is created for people who prefer to stay in a good shape and enjoy active outdoors. Set your current workout type and keep an eye on your achievements! In addition to tracking your fitness activities, this smartwatch lets its owners stay connected during the workout and the rest of the day, get weather data, wake up smoothly and follow their schedule seamlessly through Canyon Fit application. The metal wristband is locked on your hand by a small and firm magnet buckle. A perfect choice for those who prefer the combination of functionality and attractive design!

KEY BENEFITS

- Durable metal watch-case
- IP68 waterproof (full protection)
- Large set of sensors
- Multisport
- Incoming call notification
- Weather display
- SMS, emails, calendar events, social media notifications
- Compatibility with iOS and Android OS
- High durability

Materials & dimensions

Material: Plastic (host), Metal (1st band), TPU (2nd band)
Size: 42.5mm x 48mm x 12 mm
Water resistance: IP68 waterproof
Screen Size: 1.22"
Weight: 52.3 g

Technical parameters

Screen resolution: 240x240
Sensor screen
Battery capacity: 150mAh
Bluetooth: BT4.0

Sports

Badminton
Basketball
Cycling
Football
Running
Walking
Skipping
Multisport

Sensors

Heart Rate Monitor
G-sensor

2 STRAPS INCLUDED: metal with magnet buckle and TPU strap

Smart wake-up
Call reminder
Music control
Notifications
Pedometer
Find watch
2 STRAPS INCLUDED:
metal with magnet buckle and TPU strap
Advantages of the App

Stable work with no lags
Correct multilingual adaptations to 12 languages
Instant detection and connection to your watch
Battery saving option - the app can be turned off not to run on background
Up to 14 days of stable work on a single battery charge for most models. Up to 8 months for CNS-SW5IIB

Messaging, calls and social notifications. Sports activity status.
Compliance with the EU General Regulation of Data Protection, Storing and Processing (GDPR)
Clearly understandable stats tracked per each workout and for a day
All your watches and watches of your kids can be connected to one application
Your route and routes of your kids can be monitored in a single app interface